XVII  Finance for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Explanation

Statistics on national finance, local finance, principal accounts of organization relating to agriculture, forestry and fisheries, and approval loans by agriculture, forestry, fisheries and food business unit, Japan Finance Corporation are recorded in this part.

Brief explanations for respective statistics are as follows:

1  National Finance
   (1)  Revenue and Expenditure Budget of General Accounts
        "Ministry of Finance Statistics Monthly, Special Issue on Budget" by the Policy Research Institute of MOF is recorded.
   (2)  Budget Related to Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, etc.
        The data from MAFF and The data from MOF are recorded.

2  Local Finance
   "Annual Statistics of Local Finance" by MIC is recorded.

3  Principal Accounts of Organization Related to Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
   "Financial Statistics of Agriculture, Forestry and fisheries in Japan" by Norinchukin Bank is recorded.

4  Approval on Loan by Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries and Food Business Unit, Japan Finance Corporation
   "Annual Statistics on business" by Japan Finance Corporation is recorded.